ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION OF MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE

LOYALTY AWARD 2018

PRESENTED TO

Nancy Beal Allen '53

NANCY BEAL ALLEN, CLASS OF 1953, the Alumnae Association of Mount Holyoke College is pleased to honor you with the Loyalty Award. This award is presented to an alumna who has demonstrated exceptional loyalty to the Alumnae Association and/or College through her consistent effort and active involvement over an extended period of time in at least one area of service. Volunteer effort may be on behalf of classes, clubs, global regions, groups, the Alumnae Association, or the College.

Nancy, you have been a dedicated volunteer for your class for fifteen years. Even more noteworthy than the length of time you have served is that you first became a volunteer at your fiftieth reunion. You began your service in 2003 as a class agent. You then became reunion chair and class agent/reunion gift caller for your fifty-fifth. Leading up to your sixtieth reunion, you agreed to serve as vice president and then, midway through planning, stepped in for a second stint as reunion chair. Not surprisingly, at your sixtieth reunion you were elected class president, a position you hold to this day.

As a relatively new class officer, one who stepped in following the departure of several longtime leaders, you have distinguished yourself at every turn. Fellow class officers say you give “a spectacular reunion.” They praise you for introducing new programs that help connect the class to current students, including a class dinner with international students. And they commend your efforts to keep the class connected between reunions with clever and consistent class letters.

Nancy, for your exceptional loyalty, it is with great pleasure and sincere thanks and appreciation that we present you with the Loyalty Award on this, your sixty-fifth, reunion.
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